THE SHUTTLE

The idea of the project is based on creating a website for publishing the videos that are shared by the participants (the general public), which express their cultures and depict their countries and civilizations, and thus each country and culture is known and published for all subscribers from all over the world.
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MUHANNAD JABARI       ANAS MURRA      SEVARA FAYSIYeva
Nurillayeva Mokhinur   Demiana Baboul
The idea of the project is to help Alzheimer’s patients overcome the problems and difficulties they face in their daily lives by providing the latest technologies and means that help them remember some basics or people in their lives.

SoulCanva
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Meriam Djerad  Mohammad AlAzzeh  Jehad AlQaisi
Amjad Jarrar  Loor Amin  Habyba Kaled
MEMORY OF THE WORLD

The main concept of this project is to improve the quality of our client’s life. Because the future belongs to those who remember their past.
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- KHALID LADADWAH
- LAILA KHILFEH
- ALA ABUZAINEH
- SOUHA AROUS
- SABINA TURSUNOVA
- KAMOLA AKHMADJONOVA
- AIISHA DERBEL
- JASMIN IBRAGIMOVA
A store that is meant to appeal to those with an interest in designs, for example it might offer clothing by well-known designers, shoes, perfumes, accessories, furnitures and even electronics that are coming from established brands or unique starting artists.
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• NISREEN YASEEN • GUZAL SULTANOVA • OYGUL KOSIMOVA
• SHERZOD ANVAROV • SARDOR PRIMOV • MAHMOUD HAMDAN
• SHAKHZOD BAKHODIROV • SYRINE KHAMASSI
BePart

ARTISTS COMMUNITY

A gathering of individuals who share common interests, goals, and values, coming together to connect, collaborate, and support each other, forming a supportive environment for mutual growth and inspiration.
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Co-funded by the European Union
ArtiGoal is a project that aims to empower artists, creatives, and designers by providing a dynamic platform that fosters meaningful collaborations, nurtures shared artistic goals, and bridges the gap between creativity and community.
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- Baghouri Atef
- Guzal MatChanova
- Rama Taqtqta
- Ala Loulou
- Nour Elhouda Kerdi
ART DETECTIVE

The concept of our video game, "Art Detective revolves around merging the captivating world of art with thrilling detective work. Players step into the shoes of Detective Alex Reynolds who utilizes his investigative skills to solve audacious art thefts.
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RAHAF ALDWEIK
NASIME ABUARQOUB
MOHAMED AZIZ HARI
YOSSEF MAJoul
SHAKHRIZODA ASATULLAYEVA
CHORIEVA ZARINA

ABOUT MUSAE